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105 Denton Drive

NAME Meredith Barton

Roanoke

PHONE (866) 839-8477
FAX (866) 839-8472

TX
76262

DISADVANTAGED/MINORITY/WOMAN BUSINESS

EMAIL tips@tips-usa.com
No

HUB No

SERVING STATES
TX | OK

Overview
Being excellent does not happen overnight, it is built with discipline and sacrifice. Marseal Group was developed in
order to bring the honor, mindset, strategic abilities and hard work of the military to the private sector. We strive every
day to be excellent, not just at construction but in every facet of life. Being excellent is not a motto, it is a lifelong
pursuit. My partner and I have been on that pursuit since our time in the military as a Marine and Navy SEAL. It is our
hope to use Marseal as a vessel to continue developing young men and women into passionate leaders in life.
Everyday a business starts and everyday a business fails. The difference between the two in our opinion is discipline.
Understanding construction is very important but understanding business is equally important. We strive to maintain a
year’s worth of operating capital in the bank at all times and constantly seek ways to innovate in order to separate
ourselves in the industry. We see the value in strategic partners and seek to grow in recession proof market channels
where quality still matters. Our sales philosophy of “one client, lots of opportunity” only works if we view our clients as
“Partners” and specialize in services that create solutions. Why go find 10 clients when we can serve one partner with
excellence over 10 projects? Quality exceeds quantity every time. Marseal’s construction division maintains OSHA
certifications for all production members and is certified through the Army Corps of Engineers Quality Control
Program. The focus on quality generates a culture that Marseal team members can be proud of. To say it bluntly, they
can believe in the company and its product because they know we will not compromise.
~Jacob Fuller (Founding
Partner/Owner)
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Disaster Restoration and Emergency Recovery Services 2 Part JOC
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